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  Visual perception systems need to cope with changing environments..
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ImageNet (2010)

COCO (2015)

But vision benchmarks stay the same over time..

same as in 2010

same as in 2015

2010 2014 2018 2022



Prior works simulates changing environments via continual/lifelong learning benchmarks

Issue: Extreme distributions shifts between tasks..



Real-world distributions shifts are smooth, such as computer make and models.

Idea: To collect a benchmark with natural distribution shifts!
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      : Continual LEArning with 
Real-world Imagery

→ First CL benchmark for open-world vision



CIFAR10 (2009) CIFAR100 (2009)

[1][1]

[1] https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~kriz/cifar.html

How about CLEAR10 / CLEAR100 
for Real-World Continual Learning?



Natural Distribution Shift 
Over A Decade

CLEAR captures real distribution 
shifts of Internet images from 

2004 to 2014 in YFCC100M.

Assets For 
Future CL Research

Efficient & Faithful 
Dataset Curation
To avoid working with massive 
data in YFCC, we create an 
efficient semi-automated 
visio-linguistic dataset curation 
pipeline followed by human 
verification. 
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Highlights

Unlabeled data
    → continual unsupervised learning
Metadata
    → continual multimodal learning
Instruction set
    → dataset curation/transparency



We start from Flickr YFCC100M with timestamped images from 2004 to 2014. 

We split the temporal image stream into 11 buckets:
→ 0th bucket reserved for unsupervised pretraining
→ 1st - 10th buckets with annotation for continual classification

40M images 
Into 11 time buckets
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We propose a visio-linguistic approach utilizing OpenAI’s pretrained CLIP model to 
automatically retrieve images of particular visual concepts.

YFCC100M has
100 million images!

1% of YFCC images 
retrieved by CLIP



A Snapshot of CLEAR
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CLIP generated labels are verified by human to ensure the label quality.

→ crowd-sourced & professional labeling service for human validation
→ high-quality labels!



Data Statistics
CL

EA
R

CLEAR10 (Labeled set)
~3.5K images x 10 buckets (1st - 10th)

CLEAR100 (Labeled set)
~15K images x 11 buckets (0th - 10th)

Train
~3K images x 10 buckets

Test
~0.5K images x 10 buckets

Train
~10K images x 11 buckets

Test
~5K images x 11 buckets

CLEAR10 (Unlabeled set)
~0.8M images x 11 buckets (0th - 10th)

CLEAR100 (Unlabeled set)
~3.6M images x 11 buckets (0th - 10th)



Assets for Future CL Research

Abundant Unlabeled Images

200+ Pages of Instruction Set & Corner Cases

Metadata
Time/Location/Social Media Hashtag/Text Description/…

→ unsupervised continual learning

→ multimodal learning

→ dataset curation/transparency



→ Simulating Real-World Continual Learning



Standard classification model (ResNet18) can achieve 
reasonable test accuracy on 1st bucket..

CLEAR 100

Train on 1st,
test on 1st

Acc = 42.0%

*Numbers are top-1 accuracy



CLEAR 100

Train on 1st,
test on 1st

Acc = 42.0%
..

Train on 1st,
test on 2nd
Acc = 39.4%

…...
Train on 1st,
test on 10th
Acc = 36.6%

Without continual learning, performance suffers by 
5.4% (from 42.0% to 36.6%) over time..

*Numbers are top-1 accuracy



Continual learning helps – simply “finetuning” on 
accumulated data boosts on average 20% accuracy!

*darker color is higher accuracy

Train on 1st,
test on 1st

Acc = 42.0%
..

Train on 1st,
test on 2nd
Acc = 39.4%

…...
Train on 1st,
test on 10th
Acc = 36.6%

CLEAR 100

..
Train on [1+2],

test on 2nd
Acc = 48.9%

…….
Train on 

[1:10],
test on 10th
Acc = 67.2%



Metrics to quantify CL performances..

Next-Domain Acc is more realistic than 
In-Domain Acc due to time delay between 
data arrival and model deployment

CLEAR 100

*Caveat: Forward Transfer is in fact defined as the entire upper trig of matrix (including the superdiagonal). We apologize if this figure causes any confusion.



Next-Domain Acc 
/Forward Transfer are 
more challenging than 
In-Domain Acc 
/Backward Transfer, 
leaving large room for 
improvement.

CLEAR 100

*Caveat: Forward Transfer is in fact defined as the entire upper trig of matrix (including the superdiagonal). We apologize if this figure causes any confusion.



Same trends hold for 
CLEAR10! 

Though CLEAR10 
performance is on 
average 15% higher than 
CLEAR100 as it is  a 
simpler task.

CLEAR 10

*Caveat: Forward Transfer is in fact defined as the entire upper trig of matrix (including the superdiagonal). We apologize if this figure causes any confusion.



Classic CL algorithms (Avalanche-based implementation), originally designed to combat 
forgetting, perform only marginally better or about the same as simple continual finetuning 
on CLEAR Benchmark.

CLEAR 10

Similar 
Performances!



CLEAR is now publicly available on Avalanche (a snapshot of the API)

Try it out!



→ Summary of CVPR 2022 Challenge





39 Days, 79 Participants, 15 Teams, 547 Submissions



Composition



CLEAR10 Leaderboard

>20%
 Jum

p from
 baseline



CLEAR100 Leaderboard
>40%

 Jum
p



The Most Promising Strategies on CLEAR

● Experience Replay to utilize both current and previous buckets’ data

● Strong Data Augmentation (e.g. AutoAug, CutMix, Mixup)

● Enhancing Generalization via
○ Sharpness Aware Minimization

○ Supervised Contrastive Loss

○ Unsupervised Domain Generalization

○ Meta Learning

○ Larger Backbone for Over-Parameterization



Winners



→ Invited Team Presentation: 1st Place



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1w9DnKwdldo-BNH11CJvqipDANR_TPFbZ/preview


→ Lessons Learned & Future Directions



Lesson 2: Augmentation improves generalization in CL

Lessons we learned in this competition

Lesson 1: Sampling matters for efficient learning

Lesson 3: Generalization is the bottleneck for real-world CL



Next-Domain Acc /Forward Transfer are more challenging than In-Domain Acc 
/Backward Transfer, suggesting the generalization bottleneck for real-world CL.

Domain generalization/domain adaptation/meta learning could be promising research 
directions. 

Future Step: Generalization Bottleneck for Real-World CL



We use an unsupervised MoCo V2 model pretrained on CLEAR’s 0th bucket of unlabeled 
data, and this simple pre-training steps boosts on average 15% for all baseline methods. 

It could be promising to perform continual unsupervised learning, using the unlabeled 
data of 1st-10th buckets.

CLEAR 10

Future Direction: Continual Unsupervised Learning



We are trying to expand CLEAR to an ImageNet-scale benchmark!

Stay tuned!

Future Direction: ImageNet-scale Real-world CL Benchmark

for real-world CL?



Thank You!


